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Reliability dependability performance review

Ken Lloyd Common's performance assessment topics focus on employee attitudes such as reliability, reliability and honesty. Overriding positive comments about super attitudes do not provide any information regarding behavior for the employee to continue, while overriding negative comments about horrible attitudes do not provide any information regarding behavior for the
employee to eliminate. When providing feedback on reliability, reliability and integrity, be aware that as an employee you improve your performance and then your individual attitudes improve as well. Reliability and Reliability Exceptional: Consistently exceeds expectations Displays exceptional performance day after day Keeps your word in all circumstances Regardless of the
situation, will do everything possible to make sure that its performance is constant and strong It is unsamaged by obstacles, pressures and requirements that rightly derail others Excellent: Often exceeds expectations You can count on to give 110 percent in all circumstances Keeps your commitments and cooperates with other employees to help them keep their automatically
running extra hours if what you need to do the job right Fully competent: Meets expectations You can count on constant performance Shows consistently solid performance in all aspects of your work Supports projects conscientiously from start to finish Marginal: Sometimes does not meet expectations Reliability requirements from others, but not from each other Has energy, drive
and performance level that are inconsistent and unpredictable Conversations about results , but do not consistently deliver unsatisfactory: Consistently does not meet the expectations disappoints employees who depend on it Makes promises that it does not keep guarantees that the deadlines will be met, but consistently misses them Exceptional Honesty: Consistently exceeds
expectations Maintains the highest standards of personal integrity Displays exemplary behavior in every aspect of his work Is highly appreciated for its honesty both in the company as well as beyond It is a real embodiment of the company's values regarding integrity Sets a mark of high water for integrity Determines the most dignified steps, and then takes them when a given
choice, always decides on a reputable route Finds and implements sterling a way to deal with each ethically difficult situation Excellent: Often exceeds expectations Sets very high personal standards of integrity, which his employees emulate Do not recognize less than honorable plans , strategies or behaviors Consistently engaged in well-deserved behavior You can count on
honorable action in all situations Builds a climate of integrity in its department Shows the highest level of integrity in all contacts with employees Supports all contacts with its customers with the highest level of integrity Has a strong sense of honesty, which at the root of contacts with suppliers Fully competent: Meets expectations in all her behaviors in the workplace Consistently
takes a high path Properly advises employees who engage in disingenuous behavior She has a strong sense of good and evil, and consistently strives to do what is right Maintains high standards of integrity throughout her department Makes decisions that consistently reflect her strong commitment to the action of the reputable Quickly rejects less than exemplary marginal options
: Sometimes does not meet expectations Allows expediency trump integrity Sets integrity aside when achieving its goals Rationalizes its less than deserved behavior Not rank honesty particularly high on its list of priorities Always expects honesty from others, but do not always display it yourself Occasionally shows acceptable levels of integrity Had several recent lapses in honesty
unsatisfactory: Consistently does not meet expectations Violates company standards and expectations regarding the integrity of employees Put the company at risk with its inappropriate actions Engaged in underhanded behavior Has taken The actions that caused his employees to question his integrity He generated complaints from customers because of problems with his
integrity was a cause for concern on the part of suppliers due to its integrity Costing the company's customers and money due to his disingenuous behavior Engaged in questionable behavior that led to corporate embarrassment Employers can not micromanage every detail of the employee's day. Therefore, reliability is the high quality that employers in employees are looking for.
With reliability, employers can focus on more important tasks such as growth and development because there is a high level of trust in the team. But it's not just employers who benefit from workplace reliability. Trusted employees have more opportunities for growth and promotion. There are many examples of reliability in the workplace. Being on time seems to be obvious.
However, this is the first clear example of reliability in the workplace. Reliable employees get to work on time, and usually are a few minutes in advance to grab coffee and be prepared for the day. If a re-schedule of the meeting is necessary, a comprehensive notification shall be given whenever possible. This action shows the employee's respect for each time. At the end of the
working day, he completes the cleaning tasks and prepares the office for operation the next day. Doing small things like filling printers with paper and flushing out your coffee machine are tasks that ensure that the next morning starts on time. Reliable employees meet deadlines and make every effort to meet them. Deadlines are met through proper planning and efficient use of
working hours. Management is more likely to give important projects to reliable employees because knows that the task will be completed if the team member has accepted responsibility. Some employees even go beyond call of duty. An example of this an employee who pays extra hours to complete a very important report so that management can present the contract. This
higher level of reliability is often rewarded with possible promotion and career development. Details can make the difference between success and failure. A reliable employee pays attention to the details of everything he does. He notices when something is a bit off and takes the initiative to fix it or talk to management to find a solution to bigger problems. For example, an
employee might start a customer survey about product returns to determine the reasons. It can also track the data they later submit to managers and suggest solutions. The employer wants reliable employees because he knows that they are ready to help both customers and colleagues in his absence. Helping colleagues with tasks or processes helps train efforts, maintains
operations with fewer errors, and builds team unity. Ultimately, a reliable employee realizes that they are part of a larger team and knows that when a team succeeds, it will succeed. This breeds company pride and loyalty. Employers want teams filled with employees who love to work and work together to achieve a bigger goal. It often starts with peer-to-peer support. Reliability:
Use these sample returns to develop meaningful performance assessments, increase change, and motivate employees. Reliability is a feature of being able to rely on it and rely on it by providing services that you can trust over a given period of time. Shows exceptional performance and willingness to perform tasks performed on a daily basisAdes performance is stable and strong,
regardless of the upcoming situationInstholdn't stopped by any obstacles, pressures and demands that rightly derail othersYou can count on to give the best in all circumstancesKeeps all commitments and works with colleagues to help them maintain their automatic work extra hours to get all the work done on set dates Demonstrates solid performance consistently in all aspects of
the work doneHandles all projects conscientiously from start to finishDemandy reliability from others , especially when working as a teamMa achieves energy, disk and performance levels that are inconsistent and unpredictableStieds the highest level of personal integrity, which make them admirableDispute exemplary behavior in every aspect of the workYou highly considered
reliable by both management and the team cooperatingMost do not follow certain company rules without complying with themHen considering the choice always opts for a reputable one ensuring discipline is very maintainedI identify worthy steps and take them in the performance of all tasks givenUsing promises made as bonds , always sticking by themNo account of any methods
or less honorable plans or strategies to do the workYou can rely on handling urgent tasks that no one wants to handleBuilds an reliability and trust around the workplaceDisappoints colleagues and employers, who depend on them to perform the assigned tasksDo not keep any promise, given the exposing of the company's policy Own, that the deadlines will be met, but
consistently lack imDo do not allow others to question the level of commitment and put integrity ponds aside when performing any tasks or dealing with the clientTreas others with contempt and does not show concern for new employeesYou can not rely on the help of beginners to adapt to the new environmentHolds questionable nature that every customer and co-worker gets
concernedDevolunts company standards and expectations regarding reliability and availability Does not take any action following complaints from colleagues, management or customersIs your manager up to you to handle tasks without asking for it? Are you available when you need to complete a task or handle a difficult client? Do you give excuses instead of doing what is right?
Are you trustworthy to deal with tasks without passing them on to others? Are you willing to do anything to get the job done no matter the situation? Are you willing to work overtime if the task requires it? Do the work results and reliability in harmony and record dos show that? Do you finish all your projects and tasks within the allotted time? Are you a loyal person your colleagues
and executives can rely on? Are there areas that have not demonstrated or practiced reliability that need to change the details of EMPLOYEEPEDIA 20 July 2017 2017
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